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Office of the U.S. High Commissioner for Germany
Office of Land Commissioner for Bavaria

Public Affairs Division

Munich, Germany
APO, 407 A
April 7, 1950

Miss Bernice Bridges
Secretary, Youth Division
National Social Welfare Assembly
134 East 56th Street
New York 22, New York

Dear Bernice:

I suspect that the Youth Division of the National Social Welfare Assembly will
be interested in the enclosed copies of correspondence indicating German re-
action to your film, “Make Way for Youth.”

Synchronization in German having been completed, the film was released for show-
ings in our circuits here in Bavaria in March.  The correspondence from which
the enclosed copies were made constitutes the first recording of German reaction
which we have received.

I should add that this reaction comes from the South Eastern section of Bavaria,
a section which is underprivileged from the standpoint of both economic and social
development, and which borders on Czechoslovakia.  This area is strongly subjected
to propaganda from behind the “iron curtain.”  These facts cause us to be particularly
interested in the reception of “Make Way for Youth.”

Sincerely yours,

Clayton C. Jones
Chief, Community
Activities Section

3 enclosures:

1. Copy of letter dated 23 March 1950
           From Carl R. Hansen, Eggenfelden;
2. Translation of statement made by Mr. Fanderl;
3. Translation of letter dated 14 March 1950,
          From Mr. August Kohl, KJR Vilsbiburg
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TRANSLATION

KREIS YOUTH RING
      VILSIBIBURG

Bonbruck, March 14, 1950
TO: HICOG sub-office
       Vilsiburg

During the past weeks the film “Make Way For Youth” has been shown in the
American film program together with other films.  We appreciate this film
especially since it is particularly suited to show the desirable independence
of youth in other countries and thus stimulates us. Our youth is still too
much accustomed to wait for orders from above.  Even though the film cannot
be applied in all particulars to German conditions, its basic idea is extremely
educating.  In a discussion with two youth leaders from Geisenhausen which was
held after the film showing, it was decided due to the impression made by the
film to carry out the necessary work on a youth home in that town with own initiative
rather than waiting for subsidies from outside.

It is desirable that more such films which directly affect youth activities
as they really are, without putting too much emphasis on certain tendencies.

This is also the opinion of the members of the Kreis Youth Ring who saw the film
during the last meeting held on Saturday, March 11, 1950.

August Kohl
1st  Chairman
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Translation of statement made by Mr. Fanderl, chairman of film committee
In Landkreis Vilsibiburg on the value of the film:

“Make Way For Youth”

This film can be judged and evaluated from different standpoints.

At first I put myself in the position of a completely disinterested adult
spectator, who view the picture without any aim or motive.  He will like the
youth shown in the film, he will take pleasure in the youth, and will wish, that
the youth should be like that they will open their hearts to the youth, give
them their goodwill, and make way for them.  Thus the film justifies its title.
How can a destroyed world be reconstructed unless we make way for youth.

This film, however, is also a film of the youth for the youth.  This is its
finest and most important task.  With each scene it says:  Take part, do the same.
it doesn’t preach or moralize.  It acts.  That is its strength.  It acts out of
common situations in life.  It doesn’t construe, but leads to thinking:  Cannot
we do the same?  Don’t we have similar possibilities?  What should prevent us
to do the same relative to our own conditions?  Thus the film informs and educates.
it brings youth together with youth across the nations.

Now I come to my third evaluation of the film.  I see it with the eyes of a
teacher, as educator of the youth.  Here I don’t view the film disinterestedly
but in regards to educational aims.  The educational aim of our times comes from
the deep yearning of mankind of our time and it is: Peace On Earth.

One of the greatest thinkers of the occident shows us the way to this aim with
the words:  “There is nothing in the whole world, nor anything which can be
imagined outside of it, which without reservation could be called good, except
a good will.”  (Imanuel Kant)

Two thousand years ago, angels sang over the stable at Bethlehem.

“Peace to the men on earth who are of good will.” Thus science and religion combine
to show the same way for the educator.

This film is the personification of the good will of youth.  That is its appeal,
and its educational value.  It does not, with raised finger, demand from the
youth:  “you must” but awakens a willing and voluntary “I want”, i.e., “I also
want to be a human being of good will.”

As a teacher I realize how this film meets youth at a certain point of their
educational development, how it appeals to the youth and points the way.  Therefore,
I value this film.”

As teachers we read many articles of educational journals about social studies
in the schools.  Thus the film becomes a visual aid for the teachers.  Therefore,
I am glad that it is shown in our schools and therefore I would like to have more
films of the same kind.
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Office of the U.S. High Commissioner For Germany
Office of Land Commissioner for Bavaria
Resident Officer Eggenfelden

Eggenfelden, Bavaria
23 Pfarrkirchner str.
March 23, 1950

Mr. Sydney S. Siskind
Director, District II
Office of land Commissioner for Bavaria
APO 225, Regensburg, Germany

Dear Mr. Siskind:

The following report on the reaction to the film “Freie Bahn der Jugend” (Make Way
For Youth) which was included in the group of films shown in Kreis Vilsibiburg in
the last program may be of interest to Community Activities Branch of Public
Affairs Division, OLCB, as it indicates the effect a film of this type can have.

Recently, at a film committee meeting in Kreis Vilsibiburg, the members became
very enthused over the showing of this film.  They came to the conclusion that
if only many more, or at least a larger percentage, of the films presently being
shown could contain such a single moral so easily explained through practical
demonstration, the task of enlightening through it the pupils on democratic
community life would be much easier.  This, they remarked, would be just as
applicable to many adults.

Their recommendations were so good that it was decided to use this film at the
next meetings of the Kreis Jugend Ringe in both Eggenfelden and Vilsibiburg.  These
organizations are in need of activity and interest in both Kreise and it was felt
that the film, was of high enough quality to serve as an initial stimulus at a full
Kreis meeting.  The film was used, therefore, and it proved to be a sound basis for
not only the subject depicted but also for the course of discussions on the paths
to be followed by the Kreis Youth Ringe.  The latter especially since one of the
troubles besetting youth activity is the lack of cooperation between various youth
groups in striving to reach a common goal of more attention to the needs of youth.

Another excellent attribute of the film is that it in itself provokes thought and
discussion on the position of German youth.  The first reaction of the audiences
described was to immediately compare both the environment and the actions of the
young people shown to that of German youth.

Both the chairman of the Vilsibiburg Film Committee, Deputy Schulrat Fanderl, and
the Chairman of the Vilsibibrug Kreis Jugend Ring, Father Kohl, wrote excellent
appraisals of the film which are being attached for your information.  The overall
reaction to this film shows what effect an excellent one can create and it is hoped
that more films of this type will be available in the future.

Very truly yours,

Carl R. Hansen
Resident Officer


